BUILD A MODEL BROOKLYN BRIDGE

Create your own model Brooklyn Bridge by following the instructions below!

MATERIALS YOU’LL NEED:
- Bridge cut outs (attached)
- Glue
- Scissors

BEGIN! FOLLOW THESE STEPS:

STEP 1
Print out the bridge cut outs, attached. Color if you want, then cut out all the pieces.

STEP 2
Glue each of the dotted bridge cable sides to a non-dotted bridge side.

STEP 3
Create the towers by folding dotted flaps and gluing to form a rectangle.

STEP 4
Place both towers on each bridge pole. To do this, glue a tower side (with the dot) to the dot of a bridge pole. Repeat for both towers. Next, fold down the dots on the deck cut out. Glue it in place by matching the deck dots to the bridge cable dots.

STEP 5
Lastly, glue the other side of the bridge cables, connecting dots to dots. Option to add staples along the deck for better attachment.
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